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ABSTRACT

This paper prot:ides the latest research developments in the method of choice experiments
applied to valuation of non-market gootls. Choice experiments, alortg u,ith the, b\ now, wellknown contingent vqluation method, are very imponant tools.for valuing non-market goods and
the results are usetl in both cost-benefit analyses and litigationr rel.tted to dumage assessments.
The paper should provide the reader with both the mcans to carry out (r choite experiment and
to conduct a detailed critical analysis rf its performance in onler to give itforme.l advice ubout
the results. A rltscussion c,f the untlerlying economic model of choice experiments is incorporated, as well as (r presentqtion of econometric modeLs consistent with eco omic theory.
Furthermore, a detailed discussion on the development of a choice experinent is provided,
which in particular.focuses on the design of the experiment and tests of validitl-. Finally, tt discassirn on difrerent ways to calcuLate welfarc eflects is presented.
1. INTRODUCTToN
MFTHoDs oF vAI uATroN of non-markcted goods have become crucial whcn dctermining
thc cost\ and hcncfirs of public projects. Non-market valuation exercises have been
I
I conducted in many different areas, ranging from health and environmcntal applications
to transport and public infrastucturc projects. In the case of a good that is not traded in a market, an economic value of that good obviously cannot bc directly obtained from thc markct.
Markets lail to exist for some goods eithcr bccause these goods simply do not cxist yet, or
because they are public goods, for which cxclusion is not possible. Nevertheless, if one wants
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to cornpare differcnt programs by using cost-benelit analysis, the change in the quality or quan-

tity of the non-market goods should be expressed in monelary terms. Anothet crucial application of valuation techniques is the determination of damages associated with a certain cvcntUnder the Comprehensive Environmental Rcsponse, Compensation and Liability Act of 1980
in the US, and after the events that followed the Exxon Valdez oil spill in 1989, the methods of
central part of litigation lbr environmcntal and health related damages
in the United States and in several other countries.
Over the ycars, the research on valuation of non-market goods has devcloped into two
branchcs: rcvcalcd preference mcthods and stated prefercnce methods. Thc first branch, the
revealed preference method, infers the value of a n()n-market good by studying actual (revealed)
valuation have become
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behaviour on a closcly related market. The two most-well-known revealed pretbrence methods
are the hedonic pricing method and thc travcl cost mcthod (scc Braden and Kolstad, 1991). In
general, the revealed preferenca approacb has the advantage ol being based on actual choices
made by individuals, However, therc are also a number of drawbacks; most notably that the valuation is conditioned on current and previous levels of the non-market good and the impossibility of measuring non-usc values, i-e. the value of the non-market good not relatcd to usagc
such as existence value. alhuistic value and bequcst valuc. Thus! research in the area ol valuation of non-market goods has tberefore seen an increased interest in the stated prcference
method, during the last 20 years.
Staled preference methods assesses the value of non-market goods by using individu-

als' stated bchaviour in a hypothetical setting. The method includes a number of di fferent
approaches such as conjoint analysis, conlingent valuation method (CVM) and choice experiments. In most applications, CVM has been the most commonly used approach. In panicular,
closed-ended CVM surveys have been used, in which respondents are asked whether or not they
would be willing to pay a certain amount of money for realizing the level of the non-market
good described or, more prccisely, the change in the level of the good (see Bateman and Willis,
1999 for a review). The idea of CVM was first suggested by Ciriacy-Wantrup (1947), and the
lirst study ever done was in 1961 by Davis (1963). Since then, CVM suNeys have become one
of the most commonly used methods for valuation of non-market goods, although its use has
been questioned (see e.g. Diamond and Hausman 1994; Hanemann, 1994, for critical assessments), At the same timc as CVM was developed, other types of stated preti:rence techniques,
such as choice expefiments, evolved in both marketing and transport economics (see Louviere,
1993; Polak and Jones 1993, for overviews).

In a choice experiment, individuals afe given a hypothetical setting and asked to
choose their prefcrrcd alternative among several alternatives in a choice set, and thcy are usually asked to perform a sequence of such choices. Each altemativc is dcscribed by a number of
attributes of characteristics, A monetary value is included as one of the attributes, along with
other attributes of importance, when describing the profile of the altemative presented (see figure 1). Thus, when individuals make their chojce, they implicitly make trade-offs between lhe
levels of the attributes in the different alternatives presented in a cboice set.

Figure 1: A choice-experiment - the basics
This is an example of a choice set containing two proJiles of a gilen alternative (a park).
Each profile is described in terms of 4 attributes, including the entance fee. Each attribute
has two or more levels. A choice expeiment contuinlt a sequence of such choice sels.
Available facilities
Extcnsiorl of walking tracks

Condition of ftacks
Entrance fee

Visitor center

Information offiqe

2 kms

i0 kms

Rusilc tracks

Stoned tracks

8 US$

10 US$

Which of the two options woud loa p refer for a one-day visit

l-l

!
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The purpose of this paper is to givc a detailcd dcscription of the steps involved in a
choicc cxpcrimcnt and to discuss |hc usc ol this method for valuing non-narket goods. Choice
experiments are becoming ever more tiequently applied to the valuation of non-markct goods.
This nethod gives the value of a certain good by separately evaluating thc prcfcrences of individuals for the relevant attributes that characterize that good, and in doing so it also provides a
large amount of inlirrmation that can be used in dctcrmining the preferred design of the good.
In fact, choicc experimenb originatcd in thc ficlds of transport and marketing, where jt was
mainly uscd to study the tradc-ofls between the characteristics of transport projects and privatc
goods, respectively. Choice experinents have a long tradition in those fields, and thcy havc only
recently been applied to non-market goods in environmental and health ecunomics. We believe
that applications of this technique will become more ficquent in othcr areas of economics as
well. Only recently has the aim of damage assessmcnt in litigation shifted lrom monetary compensation to resource compensation. Thereforc idcntilication and evaluation of the diflerenr
attributes of a damaged good is requincd in ordcr to design the preferred restoration project
(Adamowicz et al., 1998b! Layton and Brown, 1998). Choice experiments are espccially wcll
suited for this purpose, and one could expect this method to be a central part of future litigation
processes involving non-market goods.
The lirst study to apply choice expcrimcnts to non-market valuation was Adamowicz
et aL. (1994). Since thcn dlcrc has bccn an increasing number of studies, see e.g. Adamowicz el
aL (1998a); Boxall el al. (1996)! Layton and Brown (2000) lbr applications to cnvironment, and
e.g. Ryan and Hughes (1997); Vick and Scott (1998) lbr app)ications to health. There are several reasons for the increased interest in choice experimcnts in additiol to those mentioned
above: (i) reduction of some of the potential biascs of CVM. (ii) more information is elicited
from each respondent comparcd to CVM and (iii) the possibility of testing for internal consistency.

In a choice experiment, as well as in a CVM survey, the economic model is intrinsically linked to the statistical model. The economic model is the basis of the analysis, and as
such, aflects the design of the survey and thc analysis of the data. In this sense, we argue that
thc rcalization of a choice cxpcrimcnt is best viewed as an integrated and cyclical proccss that
starts with an economic model describing the issue to analyse. This model is thcn continually
revised as new inlormation is received from the experimental design, the statistical model,
focus groups and pilot studies, etc- In this paper, we pay special attcndon to the link between
the microeconomic and the statistical tirundations of a choice experiment, when it comes to
designing the choicc cxpcriment, cstirnating the econometric model as well as caiculating $elfare measures. Furthermore, we address the issue of internal and external validity of a choice
experiment, and provide a discussion of the possibility of misreprerentation of preferences by
strategic responses. The literature on chojce experiments has been reviewed by other authors,
e.g. Adamowicz et al. (1998b); Hanlcy e, a1. (1998)t Louviere el al, (2000). This papcr contributes to providing a thorough description of each of the steps needed when pcrforming a
choice experiment on a non-market good, with special attention lo thc lalest research results in
design and estimation.
The rest of the paper is organizcd as lollows; Section 2 discusses the underlying economic theory ofchoicc cxpcrimcnts. ln Section 3, econometric nodels are discussed and linked
to the section on economic theory. Section 4 concentrates on the design of a choice experiment,
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given the theoretical and empirical modcls presented in the two previous sections. Respondent
behaviour and potential biases are discussed in Section 5- Scction 6 prosents diflerent techniques to apply when estimating welfare effects. Finally, Scction 7 concludes tbis paper.

2. Tue ecoNoMrc vooeIThe basis tbr most microeconomic models of consumer bchavior is the maximization of a util-

ity

function subiert

to a

budget constraint. Choice experiments were inspired

by

the

Lancastedan microeconomic apprcach (Lancastea 1966), in which individuals derive utility
from the characteristics of thc goods rather than directly from the goods themselves, As a result,
a change in prices can cause a discrete switch from onc bundle of goods to another tbat will providc the most cost-elficient combination of attdbutes. ln ordcr to cxplain the undcrlying theory
of choicc cxperiments, we need to link the Lancasterian theory of value with models of consumer demand for discrctc/continuous choices (Hanemann, 1984 and 1999).
In general, an individual's decisions can be pafiitioned into two pans: (i) which good
to choose and (ii) how much to consumc of tie chosen good. Hanemann (1984) calls this a discrctc/continuous choice, An example of this choice structurc is thc casc o[ a tou st deciding to
visit a national park. The decision can be partitioned into which park to visit, and how long to
stay. In order to obtain a value of a certain park, both stages of the decision-making process are
crucial to the analysis and should be modelled or assumed in a consistent manner
In general, choice experiments applied to non-markcted goods assume a specilic continuous dimension, which is a given part of the lramework in wlrich a discrcte choicc takcs
place. By referring to the example above, one could ask for a discrete choice (which type of
park do you prefer to visit?) given a one-week (day, month) tdp. In this case, the decision context is constr-ucted so that it isolates the discrete choice, therefore allowing the individual to
make a purely discrcte choice (Hanemann, 1999). In a CVM survey the researcher also makes
such an assumption since the objective is to obtain the value of a certain predefined program
that includes a given continuous dimension. Finally, note that many non-marketed goods are
actually public in nature, especially in the sense thar the same quantity of the good is available
for all agents. In such cases, each indiyidual can only choose onc of the offered alternatives,
given ils cost and its continuous dimcnsion.
The economic model presented in this section deals only with such purcly discrete
choices. For more infbrmation on discrete/continuous choices, sec Hancmann (1984). Formally,
each individual solves thc following maximization problem:

Max,.r,U f6,c,(A,),...,6"c, (A" ); z]
tr'

.t.

t.-v=Ip,6,c,(A,)+z

r.

ii.
rii.

,

6,6, =o

I

2

0.

Vi +

(l)

j

6' > 0 for at least one i

wbere, U[..,] is a quasiconcave utility function; c,(A,) is alternative combination i (proiile i )
as a function ofits generic and alternative specific attributes, the vector Ai; d, is a dichotomous
variable equal to one if profile i is chosen and cqual to zero if not; pi is the price of each pro-
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a composite bundle of ordinary goods with its price normalized to l and y is income. A
number of properties lollow from thc spccification of the maximization problem:

file; ; is

l. The c,'s are Froliles defincd for all

the relevant alternatives and describcd by all the releprofiles
vant attributes. Additionally, thc
contain a fixed, and given oontinuous dimension,
e-g. a day or a unit. For cxamplc, one such profile could be a one day visit to a national park
in a rainforcst, with 50 kms of marked walking tracks tlrough thc park and a visitor center,
There are N such profiles, where N is in principle given by all rclcvant combinations of attdbutes into profiles. However. in practice, N will be detcrmincd depending on the type ofdesign
used to construct these proliles, the numbcr of attributes, and the attribute levels includcd in
the choice experiment. Consequently, with the selection of attdbutes and attributc lcvcls lbr
a choice experirnent wc are already limiting or defining the utility tunctiun.

2, The price variable in the budget restriclion must be related to the complete profile o[ thc
alternative. If prolile i is chosen (d, = I ), then this profile will be enjoyed by the indiYidual
lbr the 'duration'of the continuous dimcnsion associated to it. In order to corrcctly specily
the budget restriction, thc pricc must reflect this continuous dimension. In order to keep the
modcl simplc we prefer not to introduce further notation at this stagc, and hence slightly
abuse the definition of the c,'s by associating the profilc with its actual continuous dimension.
3. Restriction

ll defines the number of alternativcs that

can be chosen in a given choicc sct.

a choice experimcnt wc are interested in obtaining a single choicc. For examplc, in the case ofperfect substitutes. there will be a corner solution with only one profile cho-

In general, in

sen.2 Alternatively, the choice experimert can specify the nced for a single choice. If the
altematives refer to different public goods or environmcntal amenities, one can specily that
only one will be available. Even if thc altcrnatives refer to pdvate goods such as a spccific
treatment program, the researcher can specify that only one of tlem can be choscn each time.

4. In a purely discrete choice, the selection of a pafticular profile cfA,) , which is provided
in an exogenously fixcd quantity, implies that, for a given income, the amount of ordinary
goods ? that can be purchased is also fixed. Cornbining this with the rcstriction that only a
single profile, c, , can be chosen results in:

z=y-pjcj

(.2)

5. Restriction lli specilles that the individual will choose a non-negative quantity of the composite good and that an opt-out decision can take place. Altematively, we could includc a s/atu$ quo profrle with all attributes at their actual levels, and tincc t}lc rcspondent to make a
choice between the profiles. If we believe that the good is cssential to the individual or that
an environmental program has to be implemented, Lhen wc have to force the rcspondent to
make a choice (6, > 0 lbr at least one i)-

To $(tve thc maximization problern we follow a two-step proccss- First we assume a
discrete choice, profilej is chosen, i.e. q = 1, 5, = 0 Vl + .i , and c, is enjoyed in its specified, given continuous measure. We further assume weak complcrnerttarity. i.e. the attdbutes of
the other non-selected profiles do not al'lcct thc utility function of profile I (Maler, 1974:
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Hanemann, 1984). Formally we write:

il

6,

=0.

then ^rl
ij
dA,

=0

Yi+

j

(3)

Using (2) and (3) we can write the conditional utility function. given

q=

1

and cj equal to its

continuous dimension as:

u, =V,lc,(

A, ), r1,

t, z]=v, ( A,, y - pj

cj )

(4)

In the next step we go back to the unconditional indirect utility function:

V[A, p,

1,]

=

s61y(

A,, y

-

p,c,),..., vn(

A- ] - p" c,.),

(s)

where the function V[..] captures only the discrete choice, and given the exogenous and fixed
quantitative assumptions for each c,, i = 1,2,...N. Thus, it follows that the individual chooses
thc

profilcj if

and only

if:

vj(Aj,r- pj cj)>V(4,y - n q),

Vi + i

(6)

Equations (5) and (6) complete the economic model for purely disrete choices. These two
equations arc thc basis for the econometric model and the estimation of welfare effects that are
discussed in the following sections.
Note that the economic modcl underlying a closed-ended CVM study can be seen as a
special case of the model above, where there are only two profiles. One profile is the 'before
the projcct' description of the good, and the other is the 'after the project' description of the
same good. Thus a certain respondent will say yes to a bid if q,F,ti]1,, - uiaf>v,;l,t,ti t.y],
where Al entirely describes the good, including its continuous dimensionUntil now we have presented and discussed a dcterministic modcl oI consumer behaviour The next stcp is to make such a rnodel operational. There are two main issues involved;
one is the assumption regarding t}|e tunctional form of the utility function and the other is to
introduce a component into the utility function to capturc unobservable behaviour. In principlc,
these issues are linked, since the folm of the utility function detemines the relation between the
probability distribution of thc disturbances and the probability distribution of the indirect urili-

ty lunction.
3. THE EcoNoMETRrc MODEL
Stated behaviou surveys sometimes reveal prefercncc structures that may seem inconsistent
with the deterministic rnodel, It is assumed that these inconsistencies stem from observational
dehciencies arising i-rom unobservable components such as characteristics of the individual or
non-included attdbutes of the altcmatives in the experiment, measurement error and/or heterogeneity of preferences (Hanemann and Kanninen, 1999). In order to allow ftrr *rese ellects, the
Random Utility approach (McFadden, 1974) is used to link the deterministic model with a statistical model of human behaviour. A random disturbance with a specified probability distribution, e, is introduced into the model, and an individual will choose profile 7 (i.e. 6, = 1; 11un4

only if:
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'ni+ j

(1)

In tcrms of probabilitics. wc write:

e$,

=

tl el

te ,y - p jc

t,E

i)

>vlAt,) - p{,.€,)tvi + J}

(8)

The exact specification of the econometric model depends on how thc random elements. g, enter
the conditional indirect utility lunction and the distributional assumption. Let us divide the task
into two parts: (i) specification of the utility function. and (ii) specification of the probability
distriburion o[ fte error term.

3.1 SpeciJication of the atility function
The most common assumption is that the error term enters thc utility function as an additive
term. This assumption, although restrictive, greatly simplifies the computation of the results and
the estimation of welfare neasures. In section 3.2 we present a random parameter model, which
is an example of a rnodel with the stochastic component entering the utility function via the
slopc coefficients, i.e. non-additively (Hancmann, 1999).
Under an additive formulation tbe probability of choosing alternative f can bc writtcn
as:

e$,=tl-rl1et'v- pjcj)+€)>v'(A',r-pic,)+€t:vi+jj

(9)

need to spccify thc functional form for y(,..) and to
select the relevant attributes (AJ that determinc the utility derived from each alternative. These

In order to specify a utility function, we

attributes should then be included in the choice expcriment.
Whcn choosing the functional form, there is a trade-of{ between the benelits of assuming a less restrictive fornulation and the complications that arise from doing so. This is cspccially relevant for the way income enters the utility function. A simpler f'unctional lorm (e.g. linear in income) makes estimation of the parameters and calculation of welfare effects easier, but
the estimates are based on restdctive assumptions. Onc crucial assumption concerns how
incomc cntcrs thc utility function. Usually a constant rnarginal utility of income has been
assumed (Herriges and Kling, 1999). not because this seems like the most reasonablc assumption, but mainly because of difficulties with estimating wellare measures without this assumption. We will postpone the discussion about how income enters the utility function to section 6,
where we investigate in more detail the implications of thc chosen functional form on the calculation of exact weltare estimates. Note, that a lincar in parameters utility function does not
rule out non-linear effects on utility, for example through a quadratic utility lunction- Howcvcr,
as discussed by Layton (2001) such an approach is not likely to bc suitable when the choice
experiments includes both small and large changes in attdbutes (utility). Other approaches
could then be considered such as the Box-Cox or the inverse hyperbolic sine transfbrmation

(Layton,2001).
Regarding the selection of attributes it is important to bc awarc that the collected data

come fiom a specific design based on a priori assumptions regarding estinable interaction
effects bctween attributes. Once the expcrimcnt has been conducted we are restricted to testing
for only thosc elfects that wcrc considered in the design. This shows the importancc of focus
groups and pilot studies when constructing the experiment.
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3.2 SpeciJication o:f the probahtlity distribution of the error term
The most common model used in applied work has been the Multinomial Logit model (MNL).
This model relies on restrictive assumpdons, and its popularity rcsts on its simplicity of estimation. We begin by introducing the MNL modcl and discussing its limitations, and thcn we
introduce less restrictive modcls. Suppose that the choice experiment consists ofM choice sets,
where each choice set, ,t , consists of 1(,, alternatives, such that S,, = {,1r,,,....,,q*,), where A, is
a vector of attributes, We can then write the choice probability for alternative f from a choice
set S". as

rf,

= I 1 S.

I

rfu ,1e r, y - p,c,) + € j
P{v j(...)+

e

> vi(Aj,,,,

!-

p,cj)

+6j;Vi€ S.;V; *

j - 4 (...) > e,; Vl e s,,;Vi * j}

;I
(10)

The MNL model assumes thal the random components arc indepcndently and identically distributed with an cxtleme value typc I distribution (Cumbel). The variance of an extreme value
distribution is var" = n'z/6tr12 , where p is a scale parameter and 6 is a location parameter.r If
we assume that the random components are cxtreme value distributed with mean zero and varier.ce n' f6 , the choice probability in equation (10) can be written as:

P(6j

=1tr.,B'=#HH

(1r)

E.r_

In principle. the size of the scale parameter is irrelevant when it comes to the choice
probability of a ccrtain alternative (Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1985), bur by looking at equation
(11) it is clear that thc true pafameters are confounded with the scale parameter- Moreover, it is
not possible to identify this parameter from thc data. For example, if the inverse of ric sqale
paramgter is doubled, the estimated pammeters in the linear specification will adjust to double
their previous values,a The presence of a scale parameter raises sevcral issues lbr the analysis
of the estimates. First consider the variancc of the error term: uar" = nr/6[t . An increase in the
scale reduces the variance; therefore high fit models have larger icalei. The two extreme caties
are /u -+ 0 where, in a binary model, the choice probabilities bccomc %, and p -+
- where the
model becomes completely deterministic (Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1985). Sccond, the impacr
of thc scale parameter on the c$timated coefficients imposes restrictions on their interpretation.
All parameters within an estimated model have the same scale and thereforc it is valid to compare their signs and relative sizes. On the other hand, it is not possible to directly compare
parameters from different models as the scale parameter and the tlue p ameters are confounded. Nevertheless, it is possible to compare estimated parameters liom two different data sets, or
to combine data sets (for example stated and revcaled prel'erence data), Swait and Louviere
(1993) show how to estimate thc ratio of scale parameters for two different data sets. This procedure can then he used to compare diffcrent models or to pool data from different riources (see
e.g. Adamowicz e/ al., 1994; Ben-Akiva and Morikawa, 1990).
There are two problems with the MNL specification: (i) lhe altenatives are independent and (ii) there is a limitation in modclling variation in taste among respondents. The first
problem arises because of the IID assumption (constant vadance), which results in the independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA) property. This property stares that the rutio of choice
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probabilities between two alternatives in a choice set is unaffected by changes in that choica set.
If this assurnption is violated the MNL should not be used. One type of model that rslaxcs the
homoscedasticity assumption of the MNL model is thc ncstcd MNL model. In this model the
altcmalives are placcd in subgroups, and the variancc is allowed to dilTer between the subgroups but it is assumcd to bc thc samc within cach group. An alternative specification is to
assune that error terms are independently, but non-identically, distributed type I extrcme value,
with scale parameter p, (Bhat, 1995). This would allow for diflerent cross elasticilics among all
pairs of alternatives. i.e. relaxing the llA restdction. Furthermore, we could also model heterogeneity in the covariance among nested altematives (Bhat, 199?).
The second problem arises when there is taste variation among respondents due to
observed and/or unobserved heterogeneity. Observed heterogeneity can hc incorporated illto the
systematio part of the rnode) by aJlowing for interaction betwcen socio-economic characteristics and attribul.es ol the altematives or constanl tcrms- However, the MNL model can also be
gencralizcd to a so-callcd mixcd MNL modcl irt order to further account for unobsened heterogeneity. In order to illustrate this type of model, let us write the utility lunction of altcrna-

tive i for individual a

as:

tt
rc
/1" r /l- rc
" t. -R- t'^,q ' 'tr -- P^r, P^1, ' 'h

(

l2)

Thus, each individual's cocffici{rnt vcctor p is the-sun of the population mean p and individual dev iati on pq . The stochastic part of utility, F rt ,, + x , , is conelated among alternatives,
which means that the model does not exhibit the IIA propeny. If the enor terms arc IID standard normal we have a random parameter multinomial probit modcl. If instcad the error tems
are IID type I extreme value, we have a random paramctcr logit model.
Let tastcs, p, vary in thc population with a distribution with density/(B | 0 ), where 0
is a vector ofthe true parameters ofthe taste distribution, The unconditional probability ofaltcrnative j for individual 4 can then be expressed as the integral of the conditional probability in
equation (11) over all values of B:

p/A -ll4t -|p,;ln'ttatD\tQ
r4to:=ttu)=
)ru\JtBtftplil,lp

exp(ilB{/

I
=)*
-

z

ex p(

)

^'
Ilp,r,,

Jtpl0dB.

rt3)

)

In general the integrals in cquation ( l3) cannot bc cvaluatcd analytically, and we have to rely
on simulation methods for thc prohabilitics (sce e.g. Brownstone and Train, 1999).
When estinating tbese types of models we have to assume a distribution for each ol
the random coefficients. It may seem natural to assume a normal disLribuLion. However, for
many of the attributes it may be reasonable to cxpcct that all respondents have the same sign
for their coefficients. In this case it may be more sensible to assume a log-normal distribution.
For example, if we assume that the price coefficient is log-normally distdbuted. wc cnsure lhat
all individuals have a non-positive pdce coefficient.
In most choice experiments, respondents make repeatcd choices, and we assume that
pretbrences
the
are stable over the experiment. Conscqucntly, the utility coefficients are allowed
yary
to
among individuals but thcy arc constant among the choice situations lbr each jndivid(Revelt
ual
and Train, 1998; Train, 1998), It is also possible to let the cocfficients Ior the indi- 91
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vidual vary over time, in this case among the choice situations in the survcy- This tyfle of specification would be valid if wc suspect latigue or learning effccts in the suNey.
McFadden and Train (2000) show that under some mild regularity conditions any discrete choice model derived from random utility maximization has choice probabilities that can
be approximated by a mixed MNL model. This is an interesting result because mixed MNL
models can then be used to approximate difficult parametric random utility models, such as the
as the parameter

multinomial probit model, by takjng the distributions underlying lhese modcls
distributions.

4.

DESTGN oF A cHorcB EXPERTMENT
There are four steps involved in the dcsign of a choicc expcriment: (i) definition of attributes,
attribute levels and customisation, (ii) experimental design, (iii) experimental context and questionnaire development and (iv) choice of sample and sampling strategy. These four steps should
be seen as an integrated process with feedback. The development of the tinal design involves
repeatcdly conductilg the steps described here, and incorporating new information as it comes
along. In this scction, wc focus on the experimental design and thc context of the experiment,
and only briefly discuss the other issues.

4.1 DeJinition o.f attrihutes and levels
The fust step in the development of a cboice experiment is to conduct a series of focus group
studies aimed at selecting the relevant attdbutes. The focus studies could be in terms of vcrbal
protocols, group discussion and actual surveys, sce for example Layton and Brown (1998) for
a discussion ofhow to use focus groups for prctcsting thc qu{]stiotl format and attributes. A starting point involves studying the attdbutes and attribute levels used in previous studies and their
importance in the choice decisions. Additionally, the selection of attdbutes should be guided by
the attributes that are expected to affect respondents'choices, as well as those attributes that are
policy relevant. This information fbrms the base lbr which attributes and relevant at{ribute levels to include in thc first round of focus group studies.
The task in a focus group is to determine the number of attributes and attribute levels,
and the actual values of the attributes. As a hrst step, the focus group studies should provide
information about credible minimum and maximum attribute levels. Additionally, it is important to identify any possible interaction effect between the attributes. If we want to calculatc
welfare measures, it is necessary to include a monetary attributc such as a pricc or a cost. In
such a case, the focus group studies will indicate the best way to present a monetary attribute.
Credibility plays a crucial role and the researcher must ensure that the attdbutes selected and
their levels can be combined in a credible manner Hence, proper restrictions may have to be
imposed (see e.g. Layton and Brown, 1998).
Customization is an issue in the selection of attdbutes and their levels- It is an attcmpt
to make the choicc alternatives more realistic by relating them to actual levels. If possible an
alternative with the attribute levels describing today's situation should be included which would
then relate the other alternatives to the current situation, An alterlative is to directly relate some
of thc attributcs to thc actual level- For example. the levels tbr visibility could be set 15 per cent
higher and 15 per cent lower than today's levcl (Bradlcy, 1988).
The focus group sessions should shed some light on the best way to introduce and
cxplain thc task of making a succession of choices from a serics of choice sets. As Layton and
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Brown (1998) explain. choosing repeatedly is not necessarily a behavior that could be regarded as obvious for all goods. When it cones to recreation, fbr example, it is clcar that choosing
a site in a choice set does not prcclude choosing another sitc givcn diffcrcnt circumstances.
However. in the case of public goods, such repeated choiccs might require further .justification
in the expcriment.
A gcncral problcm with applying a choice experiment to an environmental good or to
an irnprovement in health status is that rcspondents are not necessarily familiar with tbe anributes presented. Fudhermore, the cornplexity of a choice experiment in terms of the number of
choice sets and/or the number of attributes in each choice set may aflect thc quality of the
responses; this will be discussed in Section 4.3. Basically, thcrs is a Lradc-olf between the complexity of the choice experiment and the quality of thc rcsponses. The cornplexity of a choice
cxpcrimcnt can bc invcstigatcd by using verbal protocols, i.e, by asking the individual to read
the survey out loud and/or to think aloud when responding; this approach has been used in CVM
surveys (e.g- Schkade and Payne. 1993), thereby identifying sections that attract the readcrs'
attention and testing the understanding of the experiment.
4.2 Experimental design
Experimental design is concerned with how to create the choice sets in an etTicicnt way. i.c. how
to combine attdbute levels inro proliles of alternatjves and profilcs into choice sets. The standard approach in marketing, transport and health cconomics has been to use so-called orthogonal dcsigns, whcrc thc variations of thc attributes of the alternatives are uncorrelated in all
choice sets. Recently, there has been a development of optimal experimental designs tirr choice
experiments based on multinomial logit models. These optimal dcsign teohniqucs arc important
tools in the development of a choice experiment, but thcrc arc othcr more practical aspects to
consider. We briefly introduca optimal dcsign tcchniques for choice experiments and conclude
by discussing somc of thc limitarions of statistical optimality in empirical applications.
A design is developed in two steps: (i) obtaining the optimal combinations of aurihutes and attribute levels to be included in the experiment and (ii) combining those profiles into
choice sets, A starting point is a full factorial design, wbich is a design that contains all possible combinations of the attribute levels that charactcrizc the different alternatives. A full factorial dcsign is, in gcncral, vcry largc and not tractable in a choice experiment, Therefore we need
to choose a subset of all possible combinations, while following some criteria fbr optimality and
then construct the choice sets. In choice experiments, design techniques used lor linear models
have been popular Orthogonality in particular has oftcn bccn used as the principle pan of an
efficient design. More reccntly researchers in marketing have developed design techniques
bascd on the D-optimal criteria for non-linear models in a choice experiment context. D-optimality is related to the covariance marix of the K-parameters, deflned as
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Huber and Zwerina (1996) identify four principles for an efficient design of a choice experiment based on a nonlinear model: (i) othogonality, (ii) level balance, (iii) minimal overlap and
(iv) utility balance. Level balance requires that thc lcvcls of cach attribute occur with equal frequency in the design. A design bas minimal ovcrlap when an attribute level does not repeat itself
in a choice set. Finally, utility balance requires that the utility ofeach alternative within a choice
set is equal. The last property is imponant since tbe larger the diffcrencc in ulility between the
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alternatives the less infomation is extracted from that specific choice sct- At the samc time, this
principle is difficult to satisfy since it requires prior knowledge about the true distribution of thc
parametcn. Thc theory of optimal design for choice experiments is related to optimal design of
the bid vector in a CVM survey. The optimal design in a CVM survey depends on the assumption regarding the distribution of WTP (sec c.g- Dutlield and Patterson, 1991 ; Kanninen, 1993).
Several design strategies explore some or all of the rcquirernents for an efficient design
choice experiment. Kuhfeld e/ a/, (1994) use a computerized search algorithm to minimizl3
the D-error in ordcr to construct an efficient, but not necessadly orthogonal, linear design.
However, these designs do not rely on any prior information about the utility parameters and
hence do not satisfy utility balance- Zw(rina et al. (1996) adapt the scarch algorithm of Kuhfeld
et al. (1994) to the four principles for efficient choicc dcsigns as described in Huber and
Zwcrina ( 1996).5 In order to illustrate their design approach it is necessary to rcturn to thc MNL
modcl- McFaddcn (t974) showed that the maximum likelihood estimator for the conditional
logit model is consistent ard asymptotically normally distributed with the mean equal to p and
a covariance matrix siven bv:

of

a

a= (z,Pz))

=tLL"', Pr'z 1') '

where zi,,=x1n -S*

(

15)

p

This covariance matrix, which is the main component in the D-optimal criteria, depends on the
nue parameters in tbe utility function, since the choice probabilities, {,, depend on these
parameters. Consequently, an optinal design ofa choice cxpsdmcnt depends, as in thc case of
the optimal design of bid values in a CV survey, on the value of the true parameters of thc utility function. Adapting thc approach of Zweir.a et al. (1996) consequently requires prior information about the parameters.6 Carlsson and Martinsson (2003) discuss strategies for obtaining
this information, which includes results from other studies, expert judgments, pilot sludic$ and
sequential dcsigns strategies. Kanninen (1993) discusses a sequential design approach for
closed-ended CVM surveys and she finds that this approach improves the efficiency of the
dcsign. A similar strategy can be used in designing choice expedments. Thc responsc data ftom
the pilot studies and thc actual choice experiment can be used to estimate the value of the
parameters. The design can then bc updated during the experiment depending on the results of
the estimated parameters. The rcsults from these estimatiols may not only rcquirc a ncw design,
but changes in thc attribute levels as well. There are other simpler design strategies which do
not directly rcquire infbrmation about the parameters. However, in all cases, some information
about the shapc of the utility function is needed in order to make sure that the indiyiduals will
make trade-offs between attributes. The only choice experiment in environmental valuation that
has adopted a D-optimal design strategy is Carlsson and Martinsson (2001). In a health economic application by Johnson et al. (.2000). a design partly based on D-optimal miteria is
applied.
Kanninen (2001) presents a more general approach to optimal design than Zwerina et
(
al. 1996). In her design, the selection of the number of attribute levels is also a part of the opti-
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lrlal design problem. Kanninen (2002) shou's that in a D-optilnal design eacb attributc should
only have two levels, even in the casc oI a multinomial choice expcriment, and that the levels
should hs set at Lhc two cxtrcmc points of the distdbution of each attdbute. Furthermore.
Kanninen (2002) shows that for a given number of attributcs and alternatiYes, the D-optimal
design results in certain response pfobabilities. This mcans that updating the optimal design is
sinpler than updating the design presented in Zwcrina et al. (1996). In order to achicvc the
desired response probabilities the observed rcsponse probabilities fiom previous applications
have to be calculated, and a balancing attribute is then included. This Lypc of updating was
adopted by Steffens ct a1- (2fi)0) in a choice experiment on bird watching. They found that the
updating improvcd the efficiency of the estimates.
There are several problems with these more advanced design strategies due to thcir
complexity, and it is not clear whether the advantagcs of being more statistically emcicnt ou1weigh the problems. The first problem is obtaining infomation about the paramctcr values
Although some inlbrmation about the cocfficients is required tbr other design stmtegies as well,
more elaborate designs bascd on utility balance are more sensitive to thc quality of information
uscd, and inconccl information on the parameters may bias thc linal estimates, Empirically,
utility balance makes the choice harder lbr the respondents, since they have to choose ltom
alternatives that are very close in terms of utility- This might result in a random choice. fhe second problem is that the designs prescntcd hcre arc based on a conditional logit model where, for
examplc, homogcncous preferences are assuned. Violation of this assumption may bias the
estimates. The thid problem is the credibility of dift'erent combinations of attributes. If the correlation between attributes is ignored, the choice scts may not be credible to the respondcnt
(Johnson er al., 2000; and Layton and Brown, 1998). In this case it may be optimal to rcmove
such combinations although it would bc statistically efficient to includc thsm.
4.3 Experimental context, test of validit,\) and questionnaire dewlopment
In the previous section, we addressed optimal dcsign of a choice experiment from a statistical
perspective, However, in empirical applications therc may be other issues to consider in ordel
to extract the maxjmum amount of information from the respondenlsTask complcxity is determined by factors such as the number of choice sets presented
to the individual. the number of alternatives in each choicc set, the number of attributes de$crib-

ing those alternatives and the conelation betwccn attributes for each altemativc (Swait and
Adamowicz, 1996). Most authors find that task complexity affects the decisions (Adamowicz
et al-, 1998a Bradley, 1988). Mazotta and Opaluch (1995) and Swait and Adamowicz (1996)
analyze task complexity by assuming it affects the variancc lerm of the model, The results of
both pape$ indicate that task complexity does in fact aflsct the Yariance, i.e. an increased complexity increases the noise associatcd with thc choices. Task complexity oan also arise when the
amount of cffort demandcd when choosing the preferred alternativc in a choise set may be so
high that it excccds the abitity of the respondents to select thgir preferred option. The number
of attributes in a choice experiment is studied by Mazotta and Opaluch ( 1995) and they find that
including more than 4 to 5 attributes in a choicc set may lead to a severe detrimcnt to the qual-

ity of the data collected duc to thc task complexity.
In complex cases, respondents may simply answer carelessly or use some simplified
lexicographic decision rule. This could also arisc if the levels of the attdbutes arc nol suffi-
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ciently ditl-erentiated to ensure trade-offs. Another possibility is 'yea' saying or 'nay' saying,
where the respondent. lbr example, always opts for the most environmentally friendly alternative. Finally, lexicographic orderings may be an indication of strategic behaviour of the respondent. In practice, it is difficult to separate these cascs from preferences that are genuinely lexicographic, in which case the respondents have a ranking of the attributes, but the choice of an
alternative is based solely on the level of their nost important attdbute. Genuine lexicographic
prcfcrcnccs in a choice experiment are not a problem, although they provide us with little information in the analysis compared lo the other respondcnts. Howevcr, if a respondent chooses to
use a lexicographic strategy because of its simplicity, systcmatic eIIoIS are introduced, which
may bias the results. One strategy for distinguishing between different types of lexicographic
behaviour is to use debriefing questions, where respondents are asked to give reasons why they,
for example, focused on only one or two of the attributes in the choice experiment. However,
in a thoroughly pre-testcd choice experiment using focus groups and pre-tcsts, these problems
should have been detected and conected.
An issue related to task complexity is the stability of preferences. In choice experiments the utility function of eacb individual is assumed to be stable throughout the cxpc mcnt.
The complexity of the exercise might cause violations of this assumption, arising from learning
and fatigue eflects. Johnson ct a1. (2000) test for stability by comparing resporses to the same
choice sets included both at the beginning and at the end of the experiment. They find a strong
indication of instability of preferences. However, there is a potential problem of confounding
effects of thc sequcncing of the choice sets and the stability of the preferences. An alternativc
approach, without the confounding effect, is applied in Carlsson and Martinsson (2001) in a
choice experiment on donations to environme[tal projects. In their exercise, half of the respondents receive the choice sets in the order [4,8] and the other half in the order {B,A }. A test for
stability is then performcd by comparing the preferences obtained for the ch0ices in subset A,
when it was given in the sequcncc {A,,8}, with the preferenccs obtained when the choices in
subset A were given in tbe sequence {4A }. This can then be formally tested in a likelihood ratio
test between the pooled model of the choices in subset A and the separate groups. A similar test
can be performed for subset B. By using this method Carlsson and Martinsson (2001) find only
a minor problem with instability of preferences. Layton and Brown (2000) conduct a similar test
of stability in a choice experiment on policies for mitigating irnpacts of global climate change;
they did not reject the hypothesis of stable preferences. Bryan et aL. (2000) oompare responses
in the same way, but with the objective of testing for reliability, and fird that 57 percent of the
respondents did not changc their responses when given the samc choicc sct in a two-part choice
experiment, Funhemore, in an identical follow-up experiment two weeks after the original
experimcnt, 54 percent of the respondents made the same choices on at least eleven out of
twelve choice situations.
Another issue to consider in the development of the questionnaire is whether or not to
include a base case scenario or an opt-out alternative. This is particularly important if the purpose of the experiment is to calculate welfare measures. If we do not allow individuals to opt
for a status quo allernative, this may distort the welfare measure for non-marginal changes. This
decision should, however, be guided by whether or not the current situation and/or non-participation is a r€levant alternative, A non-pafiicipation decision can be econometrically analysed
by e.g- a nested logit model with pafiicipants and non-panicipants in ditl'erent branches (see e.g-
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Blamey et al., 2000). A simpler altemative is to modcl non-paflicipation as an alternative wherc
the levels of the attdbutes are set to the currcnt alt butc levels. Another issue is whether to prcsent the altematjves in the choice sets in a gcneric (alternatives A, B, C.) or alternativc specific
form (national park, protected arca. beach). Blamey e1 .:t/. (2000) discuss advantages of these
two approaches and compare them in an ernpirical study. An advantage ofusing alternative specific labels is familiarity with the context and hencc the cognitive burden is reduced, However.
the risk is that the respondent may not consider tradc-olfs between attributes. This approach is
prefered when the emphasis is on valuation of thc labelled altematives. An advantage of the
generic model is that the respondent is less inclincd to only consider the label and thcreby focus
more on the attributcs- Thcrclorc, this approach is preferred when the emphasis is on the marginal ratcs of substitution between attributes,
In the random utility model, unobservable efTects arc modclled by an enor term and,
in general, we assurne that respondents have rational, sFblc. tmnsitive and monotonic prel'erences. Also, we assume they do not have any problems in completing a choice experiment, and
that there are no systematic enors, such as rcspondents getting tired or changing thcir preferences as they acquirc expcricncc with the experiment, i.e. learning effccts- lnternal tests of
validity are designed to check these standard assurnptions. Thesc tcsts can be directly incorporated into the design of an experiment. There have been sevcral validity tests of choice exPeriments in tlle marketing and tmnsport literature, lor example Ben-Akiva €r 41. (1992) and Leigh
et al. (1984). The evidence from a large proportion of studies is that choice expcriments generally palis these tests of validity. However, it is not obvious that these rcsults carry over into
choice experiments done in an environmental or health economic context. The reason is that
these non-market goods in many respects diller tiom, lor cxample, transpofiation, which is a
good that most respondents arc familiar with. It is thcrefore of imporlance to test the validity of
choice experiments in the context of valuation of general non- marketed goods. Since there are
few applications ofchoice experiments in valuation, few tests of interna! validity haYe been performed.
In order to test for transitive prelerences, wc have to construct such a test. For example, in the case of a pair-wise choice experimenl we have to include three specific choicc sets:
(l) Alt. I versus Alt. 2, (2) Alt. 2 vs. Alt. 3, and (3) Alt. I vs. Alt. 3. For examplc if the respondent chooscs Alt. I in the first choice set and Alt. 2 in the second choicc set, then Alt. I must
bc chosen in the third choice if the respondent has transitivc preferences. Carlsson and
Martinsson (2001) conduct tests of fansitivity and they do not find any strong indications of
violations. Internal tests of monotonicity can also be implemented in a choice expe mcnt and
in a sense tests of monotonicity arc alrcady built-in in a choice experiment as the level of an
attributc changcs in an experiment. Comparing the expected sign to thc actual sign and significance of the coefficient can be seen as a weak test o[ monotonicity. Johnson e/ d/. (2000) discuss a simple test of a dominated pair, which simply tests if a respondent chooses a dominated
altemativc.
4.1 Sample and sampling slr&teg!

The choice of survey population obviously depends on the objectiye of the survey. Givcn the
suryey population, a sampling strategy has to be determined, Possible shategies include a simple random samplc, a stratificd random sample or a choice-based samplc. A simple random
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samplc is generally a reasonable choice. One reason for choosing a morc specific sampling
metbod may be thc cxistence of a relatively small but important sub-group which is of particular interest to the study. Another rcason may bc to increase the prccision of the cstimates for a
pafiicular sub-group. In pmctice the selection of sample stmtegy and sample size is also larye)y dependent on the budget available for the survey.
Louviere et cl. (2000) provide a formula to calculate the minimum sample size, The
size of the samplc, n, is determincd by the desired level of accuracy of the estimated probabilities, 1. Letp be a tluc proportion ofthe relevant population, a is fte percenmge ofdeviation
between p and p that can be accepted and a is thc con fidcnce level of the estimations such that:
Pr(l it - pl< ap)>u foragivenn, Civen this, the rninimum sample size is defined as:

,'tpu'L
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\ 2

(
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Note that n relers to the size of the sample and not the number of observations, Since each indi
vidual makes r succession of choices in a choice expedment, the number of observations will
be much larger (a sample of 500 individuals answering 8 choice sets each will result in 4(D0
observations). One of the advantagcs o[ choice experiments is that thc amount of information
extracted from a given sample size is much larger than, for example. using referendum based
rnethods and, hence, the elficiency of the estimates is improved. The formula above is only
valid for a simple random sarnple and with independence between thc choices. For a rnore
detailed look at this issue see Ben-Akiva and Lcrman (1985). In a health cconomic context, the
availability of potential respondents can in certain cases be limited and hence the equation
above can be used to solve for a, i.e, the percentage deviation between p and p that we must
accept given thc sample size used.
ELICITATToN oF pREFERENcES IN cHoICE EXpERIMENTs
There has bsen an extensive discussion about the possibility of eliciting preferences lbr nonmarket goods in hypothetical survcys. While the discuiision has focused on CVM (scc c.g.
Diamond and Hausman 1994; Hanemann, 1994) most of the results are valid for choice experiments as well. We believe that there are particular problems with measuring so-called non-use
values in hypothetical surveys. Wc do not take the position that non-use values should not be
measured, but rather that there are some inherent problems with measudng these values. The
reason for this is that non-usc values are largely motivated by 'purchase of moral satisf-action'
(Kahneman and Knetsch, 1992) and 'warm glow' (Andreoni, l9ll9), and that they often involve
an 'important perceived etbical dimension' (Johansson-Stenman and SvedsSlcr, 2001). We are
not qucstioning these values per se; on the contrary, they may even be important shares of total
valuc. Thc problem is that the cost of acquiring a 'warm glow' or a satisfaction from acting ethically is much lower in a hypothctical survey situation than in an actual situation. This lcavcs
us in a difficult position, since stated prcfcrcnce methods are esscntially thc only mcthods available for measuring non-use values. However, thcrc are rcasons to believe that choice experiments may be less prone to tdgger this type of behaviour than CVM surveys. The reason for
this is that in a choice experiment individuals have to make trade-offs between several attributes. several of which mav contain non-use values.

5.
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Another issue involves incentives fbr truthfully revealing preferences in hypothetical
suryeys. Carson et al. (1999) argue that givcn a consequential survey a binary discrele choice
is incentive compalible for thc cascs of (i) a new public goods with coercivc payments. (ii) the
choicc bctwecn two public goods and (iii) a change in an existing privatc or quasi-public good.
A consequential survey is defined as one that is perceivcd by the respondent as something that
may potentially influence agency decisions, as well as onc where the respondent cares about the
outcome. The problem arises when the individual faces not one but a sequence ol binary choices. Let us assume we are dealing with a public good, i.e. everybody will enjoy the same quantity and composition of the good aftcr the government has decided its provision. Ihc respondents could thcn perceive the sequence ofbinary choices as a voting agcnda, and, ifthey expect
one of their less preferred outcones to be chosen, they would have an incentive to misrepresent
their true preferences, The same type of problem ariscs with rnultinomial choices. If only one
alterrative is to be chosen, the multinomial choice is reduced to a binary choice between thc
two alternatives that tle respondent bclicvcs are most likely to be chosen, even if thcsc two
alternativeri are not the most prcfcned ones. The problem with these incontives is that the prcfcrencc profile constructed ftom the survey is not a reflection of thc fue preferences, but rather
a reflection of strategic behaviour, The choice experimcnl would then be flawed and any welfare estimate would not be reliable. This issue clcarly demands attention from researchets.
although we believe that tbc imporlancc of these results should not be overemphasizsd.
It is in gencral morc dilficult to behave sffategically in a choicc expedment, when
compared to a CVM survey. In a CVM survey the respondent'only'has to consider a single
change in a project involving a cenain payment. A typical choice experiment consists of two to
four alternatives, where each alternative is described by at least three or four att butes. Thc
selection of all attributes is done under thc prcmise that they are relevant determinanK of choice
behaviours of individuals and thc levels are set such that they imply meaningful changes in utility. Furthermore, there is, generally, no clearly identifiablc agcnda in a sequence of choices,
where almost all levels of attributes change fiom one choice set to another, Thus, it is more difficult for a respondent to behave strategically in a choice experiment. Firsr they need tO crcate
an expectation regarding the values of each of the alternatives in the choice set. Based on this
expectarion they necd to calculate the decision weights 1br each pair-wisc dccision. Of particular impofiance is the fact that most choice experiments, as wcll as CVM surveys, deal with situations that are not familiar to the respondent. Thc fact that there are no markets lbr some of
the evaluated goods means that there is limitcd, if any, infonnation about the prefercnces of
other individuals. There are scldom any opinion polls, prices or other types of information that
the respondent can usc- Thus in general the respondent is in an unfamiliar situation and with
limited pior information on the preferences of others.
The assumption that each respondent has perfect information regarding the prelerences
of other respondents is unrealistic and the question is how uncertainty affects thc inccntives fol
truthful revelation. Hcre we illushate this with the model of Gutowski and Georges (1993).
Each respondent has a subjective value of each of three altcrnatives, a,, n, and ar. A respondent

raz/ a.,

where the subjcctive value ofthe most prcfered
altemative, v(4, ), is equal to one. and the subiectivc value of the least preferred alternative, v(ar )
is equal to zero. The subjective value of o., v(at ) is unifotmly distributed between zcro and one.
Any particular rcspondcnt does rlot have perfect infomation regarding othcr respondents' pref-

with the preference ordering a,
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erence orderings. but is assumed to form subjective beliefs regarding the chances ofvarious scenarios. These are represented by decision weights that measure the extent to which each of the
pair-wise compctitions are incorporated into a respondent's choice among admissible sfategies-

There are three possible pair-wise competitions, and conscqucntly three dccision weights, n,,,,

I9l], and

ry21,

where lrr2 + lvr3 + rr!3

=

1.

The decision weight w,, is the weight associated with

q, and it ret'lects the expected probability from thc rcspondents
pcrspcctivs, thal lhe outcome of the survey is defined only by the competition between ai and
aj. We assume that the valuc of a strategy is the weighted average of the possiblc outcomes o[
that strategy. Finally, we assume that tbe respondcnt is only interested in the survey if tbe
response is critical in determining the alternative. Let us now analyze the incentives for a
respondent with the prelerence ordering c, > a, > a,. Gutowski and Georges (1993) show that
the only admissible stratcgies are to choose ar or ar, i.e. it can never be optimal to choose the
lcast preferred alternative. Consequeltly, with three alternatives the respondent has to make a
choice between the most prcferred or the sccond most preferred alterlativc. The value distributions of choosing a1 and a2 can be written
the competition betwee[ 4i and

V

(ar) = wrr(t@,) -v1a, )+

w,.,

(v(a, )

- ,(a.)) = wrr(|-rktr)+ .r.
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Settirg these value distributions equal, we can find the critical value of r,(rzr) 31 which the
respondent is indifferent between a stmtegic and a non-strategic behaviour, defined as
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the truc subjective value of outcome a., is larger than the critical value then the respondent
acts stratcgically and chooses altemative a, , although alternative d is the most preferred alternative, A number of interesting conclusions can be drawn from this exprcssion. Fhst, a respondent will always choose truthfully if w,, ) w.r, since v(a,) < I . This means that ifthe perceived
competition betwcen a, and a, is larger than that between d, and a,, the respondent will choose
truthfully. Furthermore, tbis implies that in th{J casc of equal dccision weights the respondcnt
will always choose truthfully. The latter case would perhaps be likely when the respondent does
not have mucb information regarding other individuals' preferences, and therefore puts equal
decision wcights on all pair-wise competitions. Secondly, the probabiliry of acting truthfully is
decreasing in v(ar). This means that if thc utility of the two alternatives is close, thcn thcre is a
higher probability of strategic behaviour. Thirdly, a respondent will in general only choose
strategically if wr, is considerably larger tban both w,, and w,,. Three straightforward and
impoflant conclusions can be drawn liom above. First, introducing imperlect inlbrmation does
not ensure that the degree of strategic behaviour is reduced. It may well be the case that respondents form such expcctations so that they act strategically even if they would not bave done so

with pedect information. Secondly, using a generic (no labels) presentation of the alternatives
instead of an alternative specific (labels) form probably reduces the risk of strategic behaviour,
since it increases the complcxity of forming expectations regarding other respondents' prcf'er100 -
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ences. Thirdly, it is generally advisable to introduce uncertainty explicitly into the choice expcr-

iment. Tbis can be donc by saying that there is unce ainty regarding individuals'prcfcrences
for the altsnativcs ard the attributes. We believc that this strategy should be used in general
with choice experiments. lt is important to convince the respondent of ths importance of he/she
carefully answedng the questionnairc, and that his,4rer choice can affect the outcome Fourth, it
is not clear whethel diflbrences in utilily between alternatives in a choice set should be small or
large. If the utility diff'erencc is small, then it is more ditficult lor the respondents to tbrm exp(rctations regarding how other respondents will choose. thereby making it more difficult to act
stlat{rgically. At thc same time, if the alternatives are close in utility thc cost of acting strategically and being wrong is not that high comparcd to choosing sincerely, thereby increasing the
probability of choosing strategically
The enpirical countcrpart to the above discussion is tcsts of external validity' i.e. comparisons of actual and hypothctical behaviour. In transport economics, validity tcsls arc either
comparative studies with both hypothetical choice/ranking data and revealed prcfcrcnce data
(e-g. Bcnjamin and Sen, 1982), or comparisons of predicted market sharcs ftom hypothetical
choice/ranking studies with obserued markct shares (e.g, Wardman, 1988). The evidence from
a large proportion of studies is tbat choice experiments generally pass external tests of validity.
However. as we have discussed it is not obvious that thesc results carry over to hypothctical
experimenfs on non-market goods. Carson et al. (19q6) perform a meta-analysis, compadng
results of CVM studies with revealed preferencc studies, and t}rey find $at the CVM estimates
are slightly lower than their revealed prcicrcnces counterparts. Howr:ver, several other experimental tests of the validity of CVM show that individuals ovcrstate their WTP in hypothctical
settings (see e.g. Cumrnings el al., 1995; Frykblom, 1997)- We are only aware of three cxternal
validity tests for environmental goods. Carlsson and Martinsson (2001) conduct a classroorn
experimcnt consisting of both a hypothetical and an actual choice experimilnt, and they cannot
reject the hypothesis of extemal validity- Johansson-Stenman and Svcdsdter (2001) conduct a
similar experirnent but allows for bctween-subjects tests. Thcy find a significant dillbrencc
between actual and hypothetical behaviour, arguing that the diflerence in results is duc to their
betwecn-$ubjects tcst. Cameron el a/. (1999) compare six different hyPothetical choice fonnats
with actual purchase behavior. They assume an underlying indirect utility function, which
allows the data from the choice formats to bc used independently or pooled with heteroscedasticity amoss the fornats. They cannot rejsct the hypothesis of thc same indirect utility tunction
across the question fbrmats: actual behaviour, closed-endcd CV (phone suryey). closcd-clded
CV (mail survey) and a pair-wise choice expenmenl.
6. WELFARE

EFFECTS

The main purpose of a choice expcriment is to estimate the welfarc effects of changcs in th{]
attributes. In order to obtain thesc, researchers have generally assumed a simple functional form
of thc utility function by imposing a constant marginal utility of incomc Wc locus on purely
discrete choices; this means that in some cascs welfare measutes havc to be intelpreted with
care in some cases, For example in thc case of a site choice cxperiment, the weltare measurcs
are per trip or per week, depcnding on what has been defincd in the survey
Let us assume the following utilitv function:
Lt

= h(A) +y(Q,2.)z + E
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where thc function ll(A) captures the effect of the ditlerent auributes on utility, Q is a vector of
pemonal characteristics ard ? is a composite bundle. This is a flexible specification ofthe mar-

ginal utility of ircomc as it may vary by both the level of incomc and rhe personal characteristics of the ildividual. However, let us begin with the common case of constant marginal utility
of incomc and independence of personal characteristics. For such a utility function, $e ordinary
and compcnsated demand functions coincidc- Given rhis functional folm and the assumption of
weak complementarity, we can write the conditional indirecr utiliry function for the purely discrete choice as:

pf t\+e

vt(Aj,p j,y.t)=ht(Ajt+r$'-

(20)

Furthermore, we can write the probability that alternativej is preferred as:
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Equation (20) shows that income docs not affect the probability of choosing a ccrtain altemative under thc currcnt assumptions and hence the weltare measures will have no income effcctsThus, we can express the unconditional indirect utility function as;

v(A, p, y, s) = yy + ma{ hl(Ar )
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The Compcnsating Variation (CV) is obtained by solving the equality:
V
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Using the tunctional form in equation (21), we havel
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We can solve for CV and this results rn:
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If the error terms ar{j extreme value distdbuted, i.e. thc MNL model, the expected CV for a
change in attributes is (Hanernann, 1999):

tf _
I
f(Cv)=-:{lnlexp(py,,)-h>exp(py,o)f
'
"l
pYt;l
fi

(25)

whcre pV,o and lyir represent tbc estimated indirect utility before and after rhr-' change. pLy is
the confbunded estimate of the scale parumeter and the marginal utility of moncy and S is the
choise set.8 With a linear utility function and only one attribure changing, the CV for a discrctc
choice is given by:
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By looking at the expression in equation (25) it is easily seen that for a linear utility function,
thc marginal rate of substitulion between two atributes is simply the ratio of their coefficients,
and that the marginal willingness to pay for a change in attribute is given by

MWI'P, =

u

(28.,

-',"{
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For policy purposes it is of interest, and often necessary, to obtain the distribution of the welfare etTects. This can be done by bootstrapping, the jackknife method or by the Krinsky-Robb
method (Cooper, 1994). With bootstrapping a number of new data sets are generated by resampling, with replacement, of the estimarcd residuals. The utility across alternatives, along with
the parameter point estirnates, is calculatcd in ordcr k) crcarc thc dcpcndcnt vadable. For cach
of these new data sets the model is re-estimatcd and welfare measures are calculated. The iackknife method is similar to bootstrappingt the difference is that the neu,data sets are created by
drawing, with replacement, from the original data set. The Krinky-Robb method (Kdnsky and
Robb, 1986) is based on a number of random draws tiom the asymptotic normal distribution of
the parameter estimates and thc welfare measure is then calculatcd for cach of thcse draws. Thc
Krinsky-Robb method is less computationally burdcnsome than bootstrapping orjackknife, but
its success critically depends on how closely the distribution of effors and asynptotically normal distribution coincide. For example Kling (1991), Cooper (1994) and Chen and Cosslett
(1998) find that the procedures give quite similar standard deviations.
The assumptions undcrlying the closed form solution of the welfare measures were (i)
additive disturbances, (ii) an extreme value distribution! and (iii) constant marginal utility of
inoome (Herriges and Kling, 1999). Let us relax the assumption of constant marginal utility of
income and no effect of personal characteristics. The CV is in generally found by solving the
eoualitv:
V (Aa . po

,

y) =Y

1A1 ,

p, , y

- CV)

The problem is how to obtain an estimate of CV, when income enters the utility function nonlinearly. In such a case the marginal utility of income is not constant and therc is no closed-form
solution to calculate the welfarc effects. McFadden (1995) suggesrs either estimating tbe welfare elfects by simulation or by calculating theoretical bounds on the welfare eflccts. Morsy e1
a/ (1993) suggest an approach using a rcprcscntative consumer approach, whereas Morey and

Rossman (2000) impose piecewise constant narginal utility of income in the econometfic
model. The simulation approach is conducted in the following steps tbr a choice experiment
consisting of K altcrnatives, and with 7 choice situations for each of thc individuals. First, at
itefation /, K randomly draws from a prc-specified distribution, e.g. an extreme value distriburion, is pedormed. This results in the vector ai. Then, a numerical routine is applied to search
for the CV,. defined as:
V (A,,

,
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This procedure is repeated 7 times. Second, for each individual, the expected CV is approximated by

E(

CV'
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(31)
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If the sample of N individuals

represcnts a random sample of the population under study then
lhe expected CV for rhe population is

rNr

r'{cv)=-:-ttcv'
tv t

(32)

n=t t_l

The approach is easy in the case of an cxtreme value distribution, but more difficult lor a GEV
or a multivariate normal distribution, For a more detailed discussion on the simulation approach
scc c.g- McFadden ( 199-5) or Morey (1999). The representative consumer approach, describe by
Morey et al. (1993), uses a utility function of a representative individual. The result is that the
repeated draws in McFadden's simulation approach can be skipped and a numerical routine can
be directly applied in order to search for E(CV). McFadden (1995) linds that this approach
results in biased estimations of CV and that the percentage of bias increases with the size of the
wclfarc change. The benefit of McFadden's theoretical bounds approach is that it makes the
computations less difficult by imposing bounds on the welfare eflects fiom a change. The piecewise constant marginal utility approach by Morey and Rossman (2000) is easy to apply sincc
the welfare effbcts can be calculated directly from the estimates. Fu hermore, also show how
to calculate the welfare effects when the CV results in a change from one income level with a
specific constant marginal utility of income to another income level with a different constant

marginal utility of income.

7. CoNcLUsroNs
This paper has discussed valuation of non-market goods when using choice experiments. The
advantages of choice expedments are that yalues for each attribute as well as marginal rates of
substitution between non-monetary attributes can be obtained, Morcover, rigorous tests ofinternal validity can be performed. The success of a choice experiment depends olt the dcsign of the
cxpcriment which, as repeatedly stressed, is a dynamic process involving definition of anributes, attribute levels and customisation. context of the experiment, experimental design and
questionnaire development. Impo ant tasks for t'uture rescarch include improving the knowledge about how respondents solve a choice expedmelt exercise and if preferences arc consistcnt over thc courue of the experiments. Furthermore, the choice sets created by the chosen
cxpcrimental design strategy have an important impact on the results. This paper describes the
D-optimal approach. One of the problems with this approach is the cdterion of utility balance.
As we mention, it is not clear that utility balance necessarily improves the results and turthcr
studies are needed on this issue,
If a statcd choice prcterence method has to be used to value a non-market good, either
a closed-ended CVM survey or a choice experiment can be applied. As a rule of thumb we
would recommend that practitioners apply a closed-ended CVM survey if thc intcrest is purcly
in valuing a certain cnvironmental change. In other cases, a choice experiment may be more
104 -
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suitablc sincc it produccs mors inl-ormation. In the future, however, more research is needed on
both methods, and particularly on their abilities to elicit true preferences.
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2. ln the case of perfect substitutes.
ensures a single choice.

it is

thc form of lhe utilily funclion rathe. than restiction

li

3. Note, we are fbllowing the convention of Ben-Akiva and Lerman (1985) when dcfining the

that

scale

paJameter. This means that we write the cumulative distribution function of the Gumbcl dist.ibution as
F(€,) = exp(-exp(-l€,) and the variance as lat t= 1Cl6pI . Others define the variance of the Gumbcl dis-

tribution as var. = !?/r./6. ln a sense this is morc intuitivc and more in line with the scaling in the case of
for example a Probit model. The general results are of course the same, but one has to be careful with the
interpretation of the scale parameter and make sure that onc has understood how the scale paJameter has
been defioed.

4. In a linenr spccification, B*r.a.0 = ruBtr,c and B*'r.d.,r will adjust lo changes in p. The issue of the
scale parameter is not specific to multinomial modcls and Gumbel distrjbutions. For the case of probit
models, the scale parameter of the normal distribution is l/o . Everylhing we say here about the scale
parameter ol the Gumbel djstribution appLies to nested MNL and probit models as well.
5. The SAS code is available

al ftp://Itp.sas.com./techsup/download/technote/ts643/.

6. This is an important difference from the design of lincar models where the covariance ,natrix is propotlional to the infbrmation matrix, i.e. O = (X'X) 'or.
7. The design is derived under the assumption that

all atftibutes are quantitative variables.

8. Note that this welfare measure is independent of the scale and, in practicc, thc scale patameter is sel to
equal orc.
9. A closed form solution of thc welfarc mcasure. assuming a constant matginal utility of income. does in
fact exist for the GEV distribution in which thc cxtreme value distribution is a member. see McFadden

(1995).
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